FULFILLED TIME PROPHECY AT THE FIRST ADVENT
DANIEL 9:23–27
To prove (by fulfilled prophecy) that a symbolic day = one literal year.

70 "Weeks"
490 Years

WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 ➔ WEEKS 4 through 68 Intervening ➔ WEEK 69 ➔ WEEK 70
Each "Week" = 7 years

454 B.C. = Commission to rebuild Jerusalem by command of King Artaxerxes (Neh. 2:3-8; 6:15, 7:1)

Midst of Week (33 A.D.) Messiah Cut Off
69 Weeks End at 29 A.D. = Jesus' Baptism
70th Week ends at 36 A.D. = Conversion of Cornelius

Because this was fulfilled, we know by example that a prophetic day equals one actual year.
This lesson can now be applied to second advent prophecy.